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ABSTRACT 
 
The lack of current network dynamics studies that evaluate the effects of new application and protocol de-
ployment or long-term studies that observe the effect of incremental changes on the Internet, and the change 
in the overall stability of the Internet under various conditions and threats has made network monitoring  
challenging. A good understanding of the nature and type of network traffic is the key to solving congestion 
problems. In this paper we describe the architecture and implementation of a scalable network traffic moni-
toring and analysis system. The gigabit interface on the monitoring system was configured to capture net-
work traffic and the Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) and Webalizer produces graphical and detailed 
traffic analysis. This system is in use at the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria; we describe how 
this system can be replicated in another environment. 
 
Keywords: Scalable Network Monitoring, Traffic Analysis, Web Log Analysis, Open Source 
 

1.  Introduction 
 
The rapid growth of the Internet in size, complexity and 
traffic types has made network management a challeng-
ing task. The ability of a monitoring system to provide 
accurate information about the nature and type of the 
network traffic can not be over emphasized. Information 
about who is generating the most traffic, what protocols 
are in use, where is the traffic originating from or where 
is the destination of the traffic can be very important to 
solving congestion problems. Many network administra-
tors spend a lot of time, trying to know what is degrading 
the performance of their network.   

A typical solution to congestion problem is to upgrade 
network infrastructure, i.e. replace servers with high end 
servers and increase the bandwidth. This solution is ex-
pensive, short term and does not scale. As soon as the 

upgrade is done the congestion problem will improve for 
a while and later gradually deteriorate as the users 
change their behavior in response to the upgrade. The 
alternative solution to this problem is to deploy a scal-
able network traffic monitoring and analysis system, in 
order to understand the dynamics of the traffic and 
changes in the internet and overall stability of the net-
work. In addition to knowing the health status of the 
network, monitoring of network activity also has the 
benefits of detecting denial of service (DoS) and band-
width theft attacks. In order to conduct analysis of wide 
range of network behaviors, it is necessary to collect 
network traffic on a continuous basis rather than as a one 
time event which only captures transient behaviors that 
provides insight into network problems. Collecting long 
term network traffic data will provide valuable informa-
tion for improving and understanding the actual network 
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dynamics. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec-

tion 2, we review related work, followed by the system 
design in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the imple-
mentation and configuration of the system. In Section 5, 
we present the example application of the system and in 
Section 6 we conclude the paper. 
 
2.  Related Work 
 
The libpcap [1] tool has greatly simplified the task of 
acquiring network packets for measurement. The limita-
tion of the tool is its inability to analyze the captured data, 
it will only capture the data and the programmer or net-
work administrator is left to carry out analysis manually. 
This task can be time consuming and cumbersome and in 
most cases accurate information about the network is not 
obtained. Some researchers have developed modular 
software architectures for extensible system [2,3], how-
ever only a few of these systems are optimized to handle 
large amount of data and continuous monitoring. Other 
researchers have developed systems for streaming data 
through protocol layers [4] and routing functions [5], but 
not much attention has been given to the analysis of 
large/huge or broad data collected over time. 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) cov-
ers a class of tools such as Multi Router Traffic Grapher 
(MRTG) and Cricket [6], which collect counter statistics 
from network infrastructures, and visualizes these statis-
tics by means of graphs. The most common use for these 
tools is graphing the InOctet and OutOctet counters on 
router interfaces, which respectively provide counts of 
the number of bytes passing in and out of the interface. 
Many other tools also support SNMP monitoring [7]. 
This includes monitoring performed by Remote Moni-
toring (RMON) agents, which can be useful in deter-
mining the top hosts with regards to traffic, as well as the 
distribution of packet sizes on a network. SNMP can 
only be used to monitor devices that are SNMP managed, 
the reading and writing of the In Octet and OutOctet 
counters in a router could generate substantial traffic. 
Tcpdump [8] prints out the headers of packets on a net-
work interface that match the boolean expression. It is a 
network sniffer with in-built filtering capabilities; it can 
only collect the data from the network, but does not ana-
lyze collected data. The collected data can be analyzed 
offline with another utility namely, tcpshow and tcptrace. 
As useful and powerful as tcpdump is, it is only suitable 
for troubleshooting i.e., for tracking network and proto-
col related connectivity problems.  

MRTG is a versatile tool for graphing network data 
[9], this tool can run on a Web server. Every five minutes, 
it reads the inbound and outbound octet counter of the 
gateway router, and then logs the data to generate graphs 

for web pages. These graphs can be viewed using a web 
browser. Although MRTG gives a graphical overview, it 
however does not give details about the host and protocol 
responsible for the traffic monitored. Windmill [10] is a 
modular system for monitoring network protocol events; 
it is useful for acquiring the data from the network, but it 
is however limited in its capability by not providing any 
facility to aid in the analysis of those events or non pro-
tocol events acquired. WebTrafMon [11] uses a probe to 
extract data from network packets and composes log files. 
Analysis results are based on the collected log files. Fur-
thermore the user is able to view the analysis result via a 
generic web browser. WebTrafMon can show traffic 
information according to the source and destination host 
through any web interface; it can also show the traffic 
status according to each protocol in use. Although Web-
TrafMon has good capabilities, it can not monitor and 
analyze traffic in a switched network such as Fast 
Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet. 

The continuous Query Systems such as [12] and [13] 
share many of the concerns of other systems in acquiring 
and filtering continuous streams of data, this system 
however lack the ability to easily add new functions over 
the data, hence they are not extensible. The agile and 
scalable analysis of network events is a system based on 
modular analysis and continuous queries [14] allowing 
users to assemble modules into an efficient system for 
analyzing multiple types of streaming data. The system is 
optimized for analyzing and filtering large streams of 
data, and makes extensive use of polymorphic compo-
nents that can perform common functions on new and 
unforeseen types of data without requiring any additional 
programming. This data analysis system provides a 
scalable, flexible system for composing ad-hoc analyses 
of high speed streaming data but does not provide infra-
structures for data gathering and network monitoring.   

Ntop [15] provides a display similar to the UNIX top 
command, but for network traffic, it can be used for traffic 
measurement and monitoring. Features such as the em-
bedded HTTP server, support for various network media 
types, light CPU utilization, portability across various 
platforms, and storage of traffic information into an SQL 
database makes ntop versatile. However, ntop is limited 
by its high memory requirements when operating in a 
continuous monitoring environment. The extensive cache 
usage has the drawback that memory usage is increased 
[16]. This makes ntop a memory and computational in-
tensive application. Like several of the other tools, ntop 
uses the same packet capture library to obtain the net-
work data. Since ntop operates in continuous mode, it is 
designed to operate on networks with speeds of less than 
100 Mbps [17]. A continuous network tracing infra-
structure was described in [18], it is multi-user based and 
capable of collecting archives and analyzing network 
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data captured. The system is limited by not providing a 
universal web interface to display the results of its 
monitoring. The system requires huge storage, 11TB of 
shared disk space for data repository since it is not web 
based and also there is high overhead since the storage 
system is accessed through an NFS server over an 
Ethernet link.  

To understand network dynamics, and to analyze a 
wide range of network behaviors, network data needs to 
be collected over a long period of time, rather than as a 
one time event to capture transient behaviors that provide 
insight into immediate network problems. In this paper 
we describe the development and implementation of a 
scalable, passive and continuous network monitoring 
system capable of collecting, archives, and analyze net-
work traffic. 
 
3.  System Design 
 
3.1.  The Obafemi Awolowo University Network 
 
The Obafemi Awolowo University Network (OAUnet), 
was established in the Obafemi Awolowo University, 
Ile-Ife, Nigeria and began operation in June, 1996. 
OAUnet was an initiative of the Academic Computer 
Networking Project of the International Centre for Theo-
retical Physics (ICTP) (now Abdul Salam International 
Centre for Theoretical Physics in Trieste, Italy) for de-
veloping countries. It is a campus wide intra academic 
network with a gateway to the INTERNET.  In the last 
one decade of its existence, OAUnet has grown to be one 
of the largest intra academic networks among the Nige-
rian universities. The development of the OAUnet from a 
network of three workstations with an e-mail gateway to 
the Internet now to a network of about one thousand 
nodes serving close to 30,000 staff and students popula-
tion can be distinctly fused into four phases over a period 
of ten years.  
 
3.1.1.  Present Status (2005 Till Date) 
OAUnet currently connects to the Internet on 6Mbps 
downlink and 1.5Mbps uplink bandwidth. The Intranet is 
made up of four radio connections running at 3Mbps to 
the University collaborating research centres and 9 stu-
dent information centres/cafes located in/around the stu-
dent halls of residences. The main academic subnet 
comprising of two colleges and thirteen faculties  linked 
together by over 2Gbps Fibre connections. The network 
serves a population of close to 26,500 students and 3,000 
academic, administrative and technical staff. The net-
work uses TCP/IP protocol and all the server namely 
web, mail, proxy, firewall, authentication, DNS and core 
routers runs on Linux operating system (a mixture of 
Redhat and Mandrivia). The network topology is hybrid, 
a sort of hirachical star, a logical layout of the network is  

 
 

Figure 1. A logical layout of the OAUnet. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. OAUnet internet link. 
 
shown in Figure 1. Recently, wifi/hotspot service have 
been deployed in the university to extend network access 
to places which hitherto has no netwotk presence such as 
the staff quarters. 
 
3.2.  The Network Monitoring System 
 
The scalable network monitoring and analysis tool com- 
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Figure 3. Scalable traffic monitoring setup. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Scalable traffic monitoring architecture. 
 

prises of hardware and software. The hardware compo-
nent includes a Pentium 4 central processing unit, a gi-
gabit switch, and a gigabit network interface card. The 
software components are free open source programs 

namely; Linux operating system, IP traffic monitoring 
program (IPTraf), MRTG, Webalizer and Perl script. 
 
3.2.1. Hardware Setup 
The Obafemi Awolowo University Network Monitoring  
experiment was conducted with the aim of monitoring 
live network without adversely imparting on the per-
formance and also to identify and monitor traffic patterns 
(both speed and volume) on the basis of host (IP address), 
Protocol and time of the day. For this experiment we 
used open source software for the reason of cost and ease 
of modification. This work builds on an earlier work in 
[19]. On a high-speed network, the number of packets 
transmitted per second can be astronomical. Analyzing 
such data requires a great deal of processing time. Thus 
the efficiency of a packet capturing code is essential [11]. 
As a matter of fact, ensuring that all packets are captured 
is extremely challenging [20]. The original design of the 
LAN to INTERNET is shown in Figure 2. There are two 
separate networks sharing the INTERNET link (cyber 
cafes and academic network). The academic network 
comprises proxy 1, web server, and firewall. While the 
Nine (9) cyber cafes use proxy 2 to access the INTER-
NET. For the academic network, proxy 1 provides 
web/ftp services, firewall provides DNS/E-mail and 
other non-web services and the web server provides 
intranet facilities and also hosts the university web site. 
All were connected via fast Ethernet switch. A major 
constraint was that this design could not be changed or 
modified and it was not possible to install any applica-
tion on the servers under the agreement reached with 
network/system administrators for conducting this ex-
periment. 

The proposal was to setup a single monitoring station 
that will monitor all the traffic. From Figure 2, the net-
work has four (4) key servers transmitting and receiving 
signals at 100Mbps. In order to effectively capture all the 
packets from all the four (4) servers, the monitoring sta-
tion must operate at 1gigabit speed. In Figure 3 the fast 
Ethernet switch in Figure 2, was replaced with a switch 
having two of its ports running at 1Gbps and also having 
port mirroring facility. The port mirroring facility allows 
concatenation of traffic from several ports to one of the 
gigabit ports where the monitoring station is attached. 
This implies that all traffic arriving at the ports for the 
four (4) OAUnet servers were also copied/mirrored to 
the gigabit port. 
 
3.2.2. Software Setup 
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the scalable network 
traffic monitoring system. The monitoring system runs 
on the Linux operating system. Monitoring was done 
using the open source IPTraf software [21]. A wrapper 
script was used to start the IPTraf program with suitable 
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command line arguments to sort the output of IPTraf 
based on IP address and protocol and it creates suitable 
inputs for MRTG [22] and Webalizer [23]. After starting 
up IPTraf and initializing some variables, the Perl wrap-
per script is responsible for processing the summary in-
formation from IPTraf into suitable log formats both for 
MRTG and Webalizer. The software aims at doing the 
processing very fast and as such it is not complicated. In 
order to maintain system stability and minimize memory 
leaks, the software restarts every 30 minutes. Other 
scripts used are run_mrtg, mrtg_reader, run_webalizer 
and webalizer_caller. 

A copy of the scripts used may be downloaded from 
the URLs http://www.ictp.it/~abionao. The scalable traf-
fic monitoring and analysis system also runs a cron job 
that copies proxy log from proxy servers on the network 
every six hours. The log files were analyzed using a 
Webalizer configuration file; the result of the proxy log 
analysis is available through a web interface. 
 
4.  Implementation and Configuration 
 
4.1. Implementation 
 
A simple Perl script, run_mrtg was used to run MRTG. It 
basically checked if a MRTG configuration file and the 
right directories exist for the monitored host or protocol 
or create them if they do not exist. This script was run 
via a suitable cron job entry. A second script mrtg_ 
reader was used to further adapt and present the output 
of the IPTraf wrapper in a format suitable to MRTG. 
MRTG requires input to be in log format, Figures 5 and 
6 shows the flow chart for the wrapper script and 
run_mrtg. 

Another Perl script run_webalizer was used to check 
(or create) suitable configurations file for Webalizer and 
also check that the right output directories exist and are 
accessible. This was also called in a cron job entry. The 
number of hosts or protocols to monitor was specified 
through the use of a central text file that holds a list of IP 
addresses and protocol names. Figure 7 shows the flow 
chart for run_webalizer. The scalable network monitor-
ing system is capable of monitoring the Intranet and the 
Internet link simultaneously; all that is required to 
achieve this is the provision of additional network inter-
face card installed in the monitoring system. 

 
4.2. Installation and Configuration 
 
A user is advised to choose names that are convenient for 
his network setup as it is the standard practice. In this 
write up the settings used are specific to our case study 
but can also be replicated. A copy of the Perl scripts may 
be downloaded from the URLs http://users.ictp.it/~abon-  

 
Figure 5. Wrapper script. 

 

 

Figure 6. Run_mrtg script. 
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Figure 7. Run_Webalizer script. 
 
ao/ and copied to the directory oaunetmon in /usr/local. 
Run the dos2unix command on each of the Perl script to 
convert them to UNIX program. Since the monitoring 
tool will process several packets, it is necessary to create 
a file containing the list of hosts and protocol on the 
network of interest. Using a text editor, type the IP ad-
dresses and protocols of interest in the file OAUNET-
MON in /etc (vi /etc/OAUNETMON), sample content of 
the file shown below. 

Sample entry for OAUNETMON 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Make a cron job entry in /etc/cron.d for the following 
files: Asoju_proxy, Café_proxy, oaunetmon_mrtg and 
oaunetmon_webalizer. This will enable the programs to 
run automatically when the system boots up or when 

restarted. Below are samples entries in the files. Users 
are advised to use valid IP address and correct path to the 
log files. 

Sample Cron job entry 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Asoju_proxy 

0 20,22,4,10,16 * * * root    /etc/asoju_squid_logs 
 

Café_proxy 

0 20,22,4,10,16 * * * root    /etc/cafe_squid_logs 
 

oaunetmon_mrtg 

*/5 * * * * root     /usr/local/oaunetmon/mrtg_reader.pl  
/tmon/IPTRAF/mrtg/global/   /tmon/IPTRAF/mrtg/ 
 
*/15 * * * *  root     /usr/local/oaunetmon/run_mrtg.pl  
/tmon/IPTRAF/mrtg     
/logf/www/html/oaunetmon/mrtg     
/logf/CONFIGS/oaunetmon/mrtg/ 

 
oaunetmon_webalizer 

5 */4  * * * root  /usr/local/oaunetmon/run_webalizer.pl  
/tmon/IPTRAF/Webalizer/  
/logf/www/html/oaunetmon/webalizer 
/logf/CONFIGS/oaunetmon/webalizer/ 
 

To start the Perl wrapper script (iptraf.pl), the moni-
toring interface should be placed in promiscuous mode. 
In this mode, the monitoring interface will see all packets 
flowing in the network. This will enable it monitor all 
packets and then starts the traffic monitoring program 
automatically. The file rc.local in /etc/rc.d/ will have the 
following content: /etc/rc.d/rc.local,  

Sample entry for rc.local 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#!/bin/sh 
/sbin/ifconfig eth0 promisc 
/usr/local/oaunetmon/iptraf.pl /tmon/IPTRAF//tmon/
   iptraf  -i  qll  &touch  
 
  /var/lock/subsys/local 29.20.23.1 

29.20.23.2 
29.20.23.8 
http 
domain 
ftp 
https 
smtp 

The scalable monitoring system is also capable of ana-
lyzing proxy server log files. Log files were copied from 
the two proxy servers every six hours, the access logs 
were analyzed using a Webalizer configuration file and 
the results of the analysis can be viewed on a web 
browser. The results of traffic analysis combined with 
the proxy log analysis are useful for optimizing band-
width usage. Below are sample entries for the script used 
to copy the proxy logs (asoju_squid_logs and 
café_squid_logs); the file resides in /etc directory, and is 
called by a cron job (batch file). /etc/asoju_squid_logs 
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and /etc/café_squid_logs. continues until 4.00pm when users leave offices for so-
cial activities. The weekly graph correlates strongly the 
socio-economic influence as discussed above except for 
Saturday and Sunday, where there is a more pronounced 
late night activity on Saturday and a complete lack of 
afternoon and night time activity on Sundays.  

Asoju_squid_logs Script 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#!/bin/sh 
PATH =  $ {PATH}: /usr/bin/ 
export  PATH 
/usr/bin/rsync –a –e  ssh root 
@192.168.0.5:/var/log/squid/access.log  /logf/squid_log/ 
[ $?  -gt  0]  $$ exit 0 
[-S  /logf/squid_log/access.log ] | | exit 0 
/usr/bin/webalizer  -C  /etc/squid_webalizer.conf  > 
/dev/null 2 > &1

Figure 8 shows a sample global MRTG graph. The 
average daily bandwidth usage was 60.3kBps downlink 
green line and 28.8kBps uplink blue line. 

The graph above shows Internet traffic for an aca-
demic institution. Notice the relatively constant demand 
for network resources over time, as indicated by the hori-
zontal pattern of the green, average-rate line. The green 
line also indicates that average utilization is about 60 
KBps. This could be either a single user listening to a 60 
KBps stream, or multiple users listening to slower 
streams that total 60 KBps.  

café_squid_logs Script 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#!/bin/sh 
PATH =  $ {PATH}: /usr/bin/ 
export  PATH 
/usr/bin/rsync –a –e  ssh root 
@192.168.0.6:/var/log/squid/access.log  /logf/cafe_log/ 
[ $?  -gt  0]  $$ exit 0 
[-S  /logf/cafe_log/access.log ] | | exit 0 
/usr/bin/webalizer  -C  /etc/cafe_webalizer.conf  >  
/dev/null  2  > &1 

The graph’s peaks indicate some burstiness in the traf-
fic that could periodically impact other applications' per-
formance. However, given that this is a one week graph, 
bursting even once in an hour could cause the peak rate 
graph to go up. These peaks may just reflect heavy 
downloads or streaming by some users on the network. 

  
5.  Example Application of System  5.1 2. Sample Webalizer Graphs 

The Webalizer graph shows the hourly average for the 
entire month of May 2006. The graph shows a correla-
tion with the discussion from the MRTG graph with re-
spect to the socio-economic activities, that is, a gradual 
increase in traffic starting at 8.00am with a dip at 
12.00pm and a dip at 4.00pm and a gradual decline until 
8.00pm when there is a new rise, with a slight decline 
after midnight.  

 
5.1. External Link Monitoring 
 
Below are some output generated by the scalable net-
work traffic monitoring and analysis system. Two types 
of outputs were generated, a graphical overview and a 
detailed statistics. MRTG generates the graphical over-
view while Webalizer produced the detailed statistics and 
proxy log analysis. Unfortunately since this is an average over a month 

the peaks and troughs are less pronounced. Generally this 
graph is consistent with the expected usage pattern and 
indicates a constant usage on the average over a 20 hour 
period. Figure 9 shows a section of the generated output 
for hourly usage for May 2006. 

 
5.1.1. Sample MRTG Graphs 
The MRTG graph is influenced by the socio-economic 
activities on the university campus. Academic activities 
start at 6.00am with some lectures and probably students 
trying to finish their assignments via online research. 
There is a pronounced increase at 8.00am when most 
lecturers arrive in the offices along with non academic 
staff; by 10am the campus is fully active and usage re-
mains constant until 12.00noon, with a dip, when people 
leave their offices on lunch break or to pickup kids from 
school. A steady rise in traffic by 2.00pm, when the 
break is over and users are back in their offices and then 
a steady drop when users finally leave at about 6.00pm. 
Some academic staff and students typically return 8pm 
and work till midnight, while some students continue to 
work until 2.00am. Network usage is at its lowest at 
4.00am and starts its cycle from 6.00am once again.  

Other techniques including the hardware based net-
work monitoring station (NMS) by CISCO for the moni-
toring and analysis of the INTERNET traffic exist; 
however this technique offers two interesting advan-
tages: 

Dual independent system (MRTG and Webalizer) makes 
correlation and deviation easier to detect and the short 
comings of either methods are overcome by the combi-
nation. 

Ability to focus or ignore noise traffic i.e. HTTP traf-
fic could be monitored alone or and as a relationship to 
the global traffic, with/without HTTPS traffic.  
 
5.1.3. Proxy Log Analysis Note: the pattern on Wednesday 28 April 2004 indi-

cates it is a holiday “workers remembrance and com-
memoration day” since activity started at 10.00am and  

The scalable network traffic monitoring and analysis 
system is also capable of proxy log analysis. This was 
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Figure 8. Global usage statistics. 
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Figure 9. Global usage statistics. 
 

achieved by copying log files from the proxy servers at 
regular time interval and then running a Webalizer con-
figuration file to analyze the proxy logs collected. The 
log files were collected every four hours from the proxy 
server and the analysis carried out. When a new analysis 
is completed, the graph is only updated, this reduces the 
amount of storage required to keep historical data. Figure 
10 shows the protocol usage statistics. 

Suppose a client using a proxy makes requests r1, 
r2...rn to pages, if a page has F objects out of which C can 
be obtained from the cache and W from the origin server. 
Total request R will be: 

1

n

i
i

R r


   

 

 
Figure 10. Protocol usage statistics. 

 
But not all requests will bring back data. Hence, all re-
quests that will result in data transfer will be: 

1 1

n n

i i
i i

F W C
 

    

So we can compute the Document hit ratio (DHR) and 
Byte Hit Ratio (BHR) as; 

1

1 1

Cache byte
  ,    

Total byte

n

i
i

n n

i i
i i

C
DHR BHR

W C



 

 




 
 

Cachebyte = the no of bytes transferred from the cache. 
Totalbyte = the total no of bytes transferred.  

From the Squid Proxy Usage Statistics, 
Total hits   = 59,035,756 (total requests) 
Total Files = 15,483,674 (internet content) 
Difference = 43,552,082 (cached content) 
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Figure 11. Hosts usage statistics. 
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The difference is a measure of cached content. Hence 
the cache hit rate is about 73%. Other useful information 
about the network such as no of users, static content, 
internal server error, total kilobytes transferred, numbers 
of web servers, top host generating traffic, top destina-
tion accessed, top users generating traffic etc can be ob-
tained from the proxy log usage statistics. The cache hit 
rate calculated is an estimate; a more accurate value can 
be obtained by combining the data from the hit by re-
sponse code and the monthly statistics. All the informa-
tion provided by the monitoring system could be used by 
the system administrator for shaping the network traffic, 
improving network performance and predict future traf-
fic trends. 
 
5.2. Internal Network Monitoring 
 
5.2.1. Sample MRTG Graphs 
We have described how the scalable network traffic 
monitoring and analysis system can be used to monitor 
the external link; it can also be used to monitor the in-
ternal network. The type of output or environment in 
which the system is deployed will determine the setup 
and configuration used by the system. The system is 
flexible and extensible and can adapt to varying traffic 
load conditions. E.g. For a host on the internal network 
we are interested in traffic patterns, hosts and protocol 
related activity, but we are not interested in proxy log 
analysis, this implies that different configurations are 
used for different setup of the system. Figure 11 shows 
the MRTG host graph for the internal network. The flat 
line indicates power outages and periods the system was 
down. The graph shows high network traffic between 
6.00pm and 9.00pm and low network traffic between 
8.00am and 5.00pm. This is the pattern of traffic ob-
served on Sundays. 
 
5.2.2. Sample Webalizer Graphs 
The Webalizer gives a detailed traffic statistics of the 
network; from the Webalizer graph we can see the global 
usage statistics, hourly usage statistics, hosts usage sta-
tistics and protocol usage statistics. Figure 12 shows the 
various historic Webalizer usage statistics. 

The Protocol Usage Reports section includes reports 
that show bandwidth usage based on all the protocol 
groups generating traffic through the device. The Proto-
col Trend Reports section includes reports that show 
trends in the amount of traffic generated using different 
protocol groups. Protocol trends help in identifying peak 
usage times for each protocol group, understanding user 
trends, and enforcing better policies to allow traffic from 
each protocol group. The system is capable of keeping 
historic data for several months; this makes it suitable for 
generating trend reports. 

5.3. Replicating the System in Other Environ-
ment 

 
The system can be setup in two simple steps: Install any 
distribution of the Linux Operating system, this is freely 
available on the INTERNET and then follow Steps 1 and 
2 to setup the hardware and software. 

1) Hardware setups as in Subsection 3.2.1. 
2) Software setups as in Subsection 3.2.2. 
The software used to setup the scalable network traffic 

monitoring and analysis system and all configuration 
files are available for download on the author’s website, 
the free open source programs are available at the de-
veloper’s website, while all the Perl scripts developed are 
available for download at http://users.ictp.it/~abionao/. 
We welcome Feedback and contributions from the users 
of the software.  
 
6.  Conclusions 
 
In this paper we have presented the development of a 
scalable network traffic monitoring and analysis system. 
The system is capable of monitoring and analyzing network 

 
 

Figuer 12. Global usage statistics. 
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traffic for both the Intranet and the Internet traffic, the 
design employ free open source programs such as IPTraf, 
MRTG and Webalizer, and scripts written in Perl lan-
guage. The system monitors network traffic passively, 
this implies that it is non intrusive and monitors network 
traffic continuously, using the lossy data storage tech-
nique to store the data as web pages. Graphical over-
views of the traffic monitored were presented using 
MRTG, while detailed analyses of the traffic and proxy 
log analysis were presented using Webalizer. A user can 
view the results of the monitoring system using a web 
browser. We have described the hardware and software 
required to setup the system and how it can be replicated 
on any network. Using the system we were able to 
monitor the internal and external network, the scalability 
feature of the system, makes it attractive to both re-
searchers and network managers. The output graph gen-
erated by the system provides details of the network dy-
namics and insight into problems that could lead to con-
gestion and poor network performance. Future work will 
focus on intrusion detection monitoring module and 
preemptive intrusion control. 
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